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They say that history is written by the victors. But what if history--or what we come to know as

history--has all along been written by the wrong people? What if everything we've been told is only

part of the story? What if it's the wrong part? In this groundbreaking new work, Mark Booth embarks

on an enthralling intellectual tour of our world's secret histories. Starting from a dangerous

premise--that everything we've been taught about our world's past is corrupted, and that the stories

put forward by the various cults and mystery schools throughout history are true--Booth produces

nothing short of an alternate history of the past 3,000 years. History is more than a list of things that

have happened; it's a measure of consciousness and experience. And in The Secret History of the

World, Booth's take on history is relentless, charging through time and space and thought in

interdisciplinary fashion; embracing cognitive science, religion, psychology, historiography, and

philosophy, a new timeline is drawn, and a huge swath of our cultural heritage that has for long

been hidden is restored. From Greek and Egyptian mythology to Jewish folklore, from Christian

cults to Freemasons, from Charlemagne to Don Quixote, from George Washington to Hitler--Booth

shows without a doubt that history as we know it needs a revolutionary rethink, and he has 3,000

years of hidden wisdom to back it up. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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To understand this book it is necessary a couple of things. First an understanding that this book is

not for everybody and that it cannot be understood by everybody. Second, you cannot grasp this



book without having yourself immersed in occultism and having been a member of a secret society

or western mystery schools (Just type this in google and you will find out that there are many).

Third, at the beginning the book Mr. Booth invites you to take part on an IMAGINATIVE exercise.

Fourth, in the academic study of religion there are actually two types of histories considered; the

secular or academic history, which is based on actual events that happened and can be proven

scientifically through archeology; and sacred history, which takes as true and factual the events that

are exposed in the sacred books like the Bible (Old and New testament) and the Koran among

many others, which normally form the basis of faith, believes and dogmas of the followers. This

book presents a third, subjective and related more to the evolution of our consciousness, which

have been presented in secret societies or passed down as mysteries or mythology through the

ages.I will tell you that this book has nothing to do with conspiracy theories but that some of its

contents may be misunderstood as such when in fact certain stories are used to present or

represent certain ideas exposed in the western mystery traditions. Please note that western mystery

traditions are concerned with direct spiritual experiences of reality and of a supreme being, this

books talks about this too. Do not expect techniques or guidance on practices, but do expect hints

on where to further research all through the book.

What Mr. Booth does is combine all the major religions and the ancient civilizations into one,

humanized, spiritual existence. His genesis story, running parallel with scientific theory, was truly

amazing. Instead of prophesying about one righteous ideology, Booth shows the reader that all are

alike. Whereas our ancient history takes us to the Egyptians and Sumerians, where did their ancient

history take them? This is what the author wants us to think about. How did they created their myths

and why? How those myths have been infused into modern religion. Once we can see this evolution

will be able to see the greater existence of our being.Some people have given the author four stars

for lack of citation, other have roundly criticized him for this same thing. I disagree and challenge

anyone to review and read what the author lists as his sources. There is no doubt that the author

has spent more than two decades researching the material for THIS book. In my opinion, some

dissertations lack the level of research and dedication Mr. Booth has spent in preparation.I do have

one small criticism. While I like the narrative, at times I felt the author was too hesitant to divulge

either his true intentions, or the true intentions of what was meant. Like a prize fighter who takes

down his opponents while sitting on the bench, at times I wanted Mr. Booth to get in the ring and

knock someone out. He takes a step in that direction near the end of the book, but I believe he

could have done so throughout. An example would be his discussion of the Indian mystery schools



and Sufism. While he mentions that "it has been observed", has he - the author - ever observed

what he's describing? Has he seen a mystic stop his heart from beating or lower his blood pressure

on command, or become invisible?
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